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Abstract—Authenticated key agreement protocols play a significant role in securing communications over public network channels 

(Internet). This paper proposes a new key agreement protocol based on factorization problem over nonabelian groups. Then it presents 

two different ways to provide mutual authentication for the proposed protocol; this paper presents a new authenticated key agreement 

protocol using fixed shared password and a new authenticated key agreement protocol using a digital signature. It also provides 

security analysis for the proposed two authenticated key agreement protocols. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

To establish a secured communication, legitimate entities 
need to share a secret key. To limit the information available 
to the attacker, this key should be fresh each time they start a 
new communication (session). This can be done by using a 
key agreement protocol. A key agreement protocol is very 
important aspect in modern cryptography. Key agreement 
protocols [1] allow two or more entities in order to establish 
together a shared secret key. The value of this secret key is a 
function of the information contributed by the legitimate 
entities. In 1976, Diffie and Hellman proposed the first key 
agreement protocol [2] based on the public key 
cryptography. The security of the Diffie-Hellman protocol is 
based on the discrete logarithm problem (DLP) [3]. 
Nowadays, most secured communications use the Diffie-
Hellman protocol in order to establish a secret key. If a 
polynomial algorithm is found to solve DLP, all these 
communications will be breakable at once. So, since Diffie-
Hellman protocol, there are many attempts to construct a key 
agreement protocol based on other problems [4-12]. One of 
these problems is the factorization problem over non-abelian 
(non-commutative) groups [6]. Let x ∈ G, where G is non-
abelian group, and y = axb, then the factorization problem is 
to find a, b satisfying a−1y = xb. In this paper we propose a 
new protocol based on factorization problem over non-
abelian groups. Then we present two directions in order to 
provide mutual authentication for our key agreement 
protocol. One of these directions use a fixed shared password 
between the legitimate entities, and the other use the digital 
signatures for authentication. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II 
proposes a new key agreement protocol. Section III presents 

two authenticated key agreement protocols. One of them 
uses fixed shared password and the other uses a digital 
signature for authentication. Section IV provides the security 
analysis of our two authenticated key agreement protocols. 
Finally, Section V gives the conclusion and further work. 

II. A NEW KEY AGREEMENT PROTOCOL 

This section proposes a new key agreement protocol. 
This protocol is similar to Katvickis-Vitkus protocol [13] and 
Cho et al. protocol [6]. Let 𝕄 be the set of all n × n matrices 
over ℤp, where p is a large prime. Let 𝕄L, 𝕄R ⊂ 𝕄 such 

that ALBL = BLAL ∀ AL, BL ∈  𝕄L and ARBR =
BRAR ∀ AR, BR ∈ 𝕄R. A singular matrix P ∈  𝕄 is publicly 
known. Also, PAL ≠ ALP ∀ AL ∈ 𝕄L and PAR ≠
ARP ∀ AR ∈ 𝕄R. In this context our protocol can be 
described as follows: 

1. Alice randomly selects two matrices AL ∈
𝕄Land AR ∈ 𝕄R. Then she computes and sends YA =
ALP AR mod p to Bob. 

2. Bob randomly selects two matrices BL ∈ 𝕄L, BR ∈
𝕄R. Then he computes and sends YB = BLP BR mod 
p to Alice. 

3. Alice computes the key KA = ALYBAR mod p =
ALBLP BRAR mod p. 

4. Bob computes the key KB = BLYABR mod p =
BLALP ARBR mod p. 

Since ALBL = BLAL ∀AL, BL ∈ 𝕄L and ARBR =
BRAR ∀ AR, BR ∈ 𝕄R. Thus, Alice and Bob generate the 
same key K = KA = KB = ALBLP BRAR mod p. Now, Alice 
and Bob can use the shared key in any cryptographic systems 
discussed in [14],[15] according to their needs. 
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According to [16], the complexity of matrix 
multiplication is O(n2.37286), where n is the dimension of the 
square matrices. This mean the complexity of our protocol is 
O(n2.37286). 

Let 𝕄C ⊂ 𝕄  be the set of all commutative matrices over 
ℤp, i.e. AB = BA ∀ A, B ∈ 𝕄C , and α, β ∈ ℕ, where ℕ is the 

set of natural numbers. In our protocol, let AL = APα−1, 

AR = A−1, A ∈ 𝕄C, BL = BPβ−1, and BR = B−1, B ∈ 𝕄C. 
Then we get an instance of Sakalauskas et al. schema [17].  
Which also is similar to Eftekhari protocol [18] and Cho et 
al. protocol [6]. In this context, and instance protocol of 
Sakalauskas et al. schema can be described as follows: 

1. Alice randomly selects an invertible matrix A ∈ 𝕄C 
and α ∈ ℕ. Then she computes and sends YA =
APαA−1 mod p to Bob. 

2. Bob randomly selects an invertible matrix B ∈ 𝕄C 
and β ∈ ℕ. Then he computes and sends YB =
BPβB−1 mod p to Alice. 

3. Alice computes the key KA = A(YB)αA−1 mod p =
A(BPβB−1)αA−1 mod p = ABPαβB−1A−1 mod p. 

4. Bob computes the key KB = B(YA)βB−1 mod p =
B(APαA−1)βB−1 mod p = BAPαβA−1B−1 mod p. 

Since AB = BA ∀ A, B ∈ 𝕄C, then Alice and Bob share 

the same key K = KA = KB = ABPαβB−1A−1 mod p. 

As mentioned, our protocol is similar to both Cho et al. 
and Eftekhari protocol. All of these protocols based on the 
factorization problem over the group of square matrices. 
They use the same security parameters (n, p). Thus, our 
protocol is secure as Cho et al. and Eftekhari protocols, with 
the same values of security parameters. For more details see 
[6] and [18].  

In our protocol if P is not a singular matrix and AP = PA 
for some A ∈ 𝕄L and A ∈ 𝕄R, then the attacker (Eve) can 
compute ALAR and deduce the shared key.  

For more clarification, let ARP = PAR mod p, ARBL =
BLAR mod p and P is invertible matrix. Since P, Ya and Yb 
are publicly known. Then  

1. Ya = ALPAR mod p = ALARP mod p  (since ARP =
PAR mod p) 

2. ALAR = YaP−1 mod p. 
3. KE = ALARYa mod p = ALARBLPBR mod p =

ALBLARPBR mod p (since BLAR = ARBL mod p) 
4. KE = ALBLPARBR mod p (since ARP = PAR mod p) 
5. KE = ALBLPBRAR mod p (since ARBR = BRAR mod 

p) 
6. KE = K # 

III. AUTHENTICATED KEY AGREEMENT PROTOCOLS 

Due the lack of authentication [19], the proposed 
protocol in Section II is vulnerable to the man-in-the-middle 
attack [3]. To provide an authentication, one can use a fixed 
shared password or a digital signature [20]. In this section we 
will use each of these ways in order to providing the 
authentication. 

A. A New Authenticated Key Agreement Protocol Using 

Fixed Password (AKAP-Pwd) 

Let Alice and Bob be two entities who share a secret 
password (Pwd) in advance. To use this password for 
authentication, they construct a secret matrix S from Pwd 
using a predetermined algorithm. Let HK be a keyed hash 
function [21] and let ⊕M be the bitwise XOR operation 
defined over matrices. The XOR operation of two matrices is 
done by XOR the corresponding coordinates of the entries of 
the two matrices. The matrices must be of the same order. In 
this context a new authenticated key agreement protocol can 
be described as follows: 

1. Alice selects randomly two matrices AL ∈
𝕄Land AR ∈ 𝕄R where 𝕄L, 𝕄R ⊂ 𝕄. Then she 
computes and sends YA = (ALP AR mod p ⊕M  S) to 
Bob. 

2. Bob  
a. selects randomly two matrices BL ∈ 𝕄L, BR ∈ 𝕄R. 
b. computes the key KB = BL(YA ⊕M S)BR mod p =

BLALP ARBR mod p. 
c. computes YB = (BLP BR mod p ⊕M S). 

d. computes VB = HKB
(YA‖YB‖AliceID). 

e. sends YB and VB to Alice. 

3. After receiving YB and VB, Alice  
a. computes the key KA = AL(YB ⊕M  S)AR mod p =

ALBLP BRAR mod p. 
b. checks whether VB? = HKA

(YA‖YB‖AliceID) or not. 

If it holds, Alice accepts the communication, 
otherwise Alice refuses the communication. 

c. Alice computes and sends VA =
HKA

(YB‖YA‖BobID) to Bob. 

4. After receiving VA, Bob checks whether VA? =
HKB

(YB‖YA‖BobID) or not. If it holds, Bob accepts 

the communication, otherwise he refuses it. 

Since ALBL = BLAL ∀AL, BL ∈ 𝕄L and ARBR =
BRAR ∀ AR, BR ∈ 𝕄R. Thus, Alice and Bob generate the 
same key K = KA = KB = ALBLP BRAR mod p. 

B. A New Authenticated key Agreement Protocol Using 

Digital Signatures (AKAP-DS) 

Let the entity’s E public key be PuKE and the entity’s E 
private key be PdKE. Let SignE(M) be the E’s digital 

signature of the message M. And let VerE(SignE(M)) = M 

be the verification algorithm of the digital signature 
SignE(M). In this context, a new authenticated key 
agreement protocol can be described as follows: 

1. Alice  
a. selects randomly two matrices AL ∈ 𝕄Land AR ∈

𝕄R where 𝕄L, 𝕄R ⊂ 𝕄.  
b. computes YA = ALP AR mod p. 
c. computes the digital signature SA =

SignAlice(Ht(YA)), where t is a timestamp which has 

a unique value in each session. 
d. Sends YA, t and SA to Bob 
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2. Bob  
a. ensures that t has never been used before, i.e. the 

value of t is new. 
b. verifies SA, i.e. checkes whether Ht(YA)? =

VerAlice(SA) = VerAlice (SignAlice(Ht(YA))) or not. 

If it holds, Bob proceeds with the protocol, otherwise 
he refuses the communication.  

c. selects randomly two matrices BL ∈ 𝕄L, BR ∈ 𝕄R.  
d. computes YB = BLP BR mod p. 
e. computes the key KB = BLYABR mod p =

BLALP ARBR mod p. 

f. computes SB = SignBob(HKB
(YA‖YB‖AliceID)) 

g. sends YB and SB to Alice. 

3. Alice  
a. computes the key KA = ALYBAR mod p =

ALBLP BRAR mod p. 
b. verifies SB, i.e. checks whether 

HKA
(YA‖YB‖AliceID)? = VerBob(SB) or not. If it 

holds, Alice accepts the communication, otherwise 
she refuses the communication. 

c. computes and sends HKA
(YB‖YA‖BobID) to Bob. 

4. Bob checks whether HKA
(YB‖YA‖BobID)? =

HKB
(YB‖YA‖BobID) or not. If it holds, Bob accepts 

the communication, otherwise he refuses the 
communication. 

Now, both Alice and Bob have the same secret key K =
KA = KB = ALBLP BRAR mod p. 

In our AKAP-DS one can use any secure digital signature 
schema such as Yang-Liao schema [22] or Wu et al. schema 
[23] [24]. 

IV. SECURITY ANALYSIS 

This section provides a security analysis of our two 
authenticated key agreement protocols mentioned in Section 
III. It is desirable for authenticated key agreement protocols 
to possess a numerous of security attributes [25, 26]. This 
section shows that our AKAP-Pwd and AKAP-DS possess 
these attributes. This section also shows that our AKAP-Pwd 
and AKAP-DS are immune to both passive and active 
attacks [27]. 

A. Security attributes 

This section shows that our protocols possess the security 
attributes of Known-key security, Forward secrecy, Key 
compromise impersonation, Unknown key-share, Loss of 
information, Key control, and message independence [25, 
26]. In what follows, Alice and Bob are two legitimate 
entities and Eve is an attacker.  

Known-Key Security: In our two protocols both Alice and 
Bob choose new private matrices in each session. This 
means, Alice and Bob construct a new key in each session. 
So, knowning an old session key does not affect the security 
of the current key. 

Forward secrecy: In our two protocols if the long-term 
keys (password in our AKAP-Pwd and private keys in our 
AKAP-DS) are revealed by an attacker, there is no effect of 
the previous session keys. This is because in our protocols 
the long-terms are used only for authentication purposes, and 
do not affect the value of the key.  

 Key-compromise impersonation: As any protocol uses a 
secret shared password for authentication, in our AKAP-Pwd 
if Eve knows the secret password she can impersonate Alice 
to Bob and impersonate Bob to Alice. In other words, our 
AKAP-Pwd does not provide the attribute of “key-
compromise impersonation”. While in our AKAP-DS, if Eve 
covers the private key of a legitimate entity (say Alice), then 
Eve can impersonate Alice but Eve cannot impersonate 
others to Alice. In other words, our AKAP-DS guarantees 
the attribute of “key-compromise impersonation”. 

Unknown key-share: Both AKAP-Pwd and AKAP-DS 
are designed in such ways that make it impossible for Eve to 
fool a legitimate entity (say Bob) to share a session key with 
Alice without his knowledge. In our AKAP-Pwd, the 
password is shared only between Alice and Bob, which 
means Eve neither can establish a session key with Bob as 
Alice nor with Alice as Bob. In our AKAP-DS, each entity 
has her/his own private key to prove her/his identity, i.e. Eve 
cannot impersonate a legitimate entity. 

Loss of information: Loss of information that is not 
usually available to Eve does not affect the security of our 
protocols in other sessions. For example if Eve knows AL 
or/and AR in some session(s), she cannot know the secret key 
that has been (will be) established in any other session(s). 
This is because in each session both Alice and Bob choose 
new random matrices in order to construct a new key. 

Key control: In both AKAP-Pwd and AKAP-DS, neither 
Alice nor Bob can control the value of the key. This is 
because the value of the key is a function of the information 
supplied by each of Alice and Bob. So, both AKAP-Pwd and 
AKAP-DS guarantee the attribute of key control. 

Message independence: The flows in AKAP-Pwd and 
AKAP-DS are deliberately independent. The attribute of 
message-independence is important, it prevents many 
possible attacks such as “on-line/off-line password guessing 
attack”, and replay attacks. 

B. Passive and Active attacks 

There are two main types of attacks, passive attacks and 
active attacks. In passive attacks, an attacker (Eve) can only 
eavesdrop the communication between Alice and Bob. 
Meanwhile, Eve analyzes the transformed message in order 
to compute the secret key or any other useful information 
(guessing the password or cryptanalysising the key 
agreement protocol). Our protocol is based on the 
factorization problem which is a generalization of the 
conjugacy search problem [28]. To break the protocol using 
the brute force attack, Eve needs to check out all possible 
keys. As discussed in [29] for a similar protocol, the protocol 
is secured if p = 251 and n = 32 which make the key 
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length equals to 8192 bits, i.e. the key space equal to 28192. 
If Eve has a computer with CPU speed 1THz =  1012Hz 
which does not exist until now, she needs time ≅ 28127 year 
≅ 28097 billion year (since since 1012 ∗ 60 ∗ 60 ∗ 24 ∗
365.25 ≅ 265) to check every possible key. This is much 
larger than the age of the universe (the age of the universe is 
≅13.8 billion year [30]).  In other words, our protocols are 
immune to brute force attack. 

In active attacks, an attacker (Eve) can capture, modify, 
and resend messages or even initiate and construct new 
messages. There are many types of active attacks such as 
modification attacks, replay attacks and off-line password 
guessing attacks. In what follows, we will discuss the 
security of our protocols under each type of these active 
attacks. 

Modification attacks: In modification attacks, Eve 
captures and modifies the messages (flows) in order to 
modify the shared key. Consider the scenario in which Eve 
tries to modify YA to YA

′ . Then, in our AKAP-Pwd (Section 
III.A), Alice will not accept the communication as soon as 
she checks VB in step 3. Also, in our AKAP-DS (Section 
III.B) Bob will not accept the communication as soon as she 
checks the Alice’s digital-signature in step 2. Now, consider 
the scenario in which Eve tries to modify YB to YB

′ . Then, 
Alice will refuse the communication as soon as she checks 
VB (step 3) in our AKAP-Pwd, or as soon as she checks 
Bob’s digital-signature (step 3) in our AKAP-DS. 

Replay attacks: Each of our protocols is deliberately 
designed in a way to ensure that it is impossible for an 
attacker (Eve) to replay any message without the knowledge 
of the legitimate entities. 

Off-line password guessing attack: Off-line password 
attack could be done by a passive or an active attacker. In 
off-line password attack, the attacker (Eve) tries to find the 
shared password between the legitimate entities and prove 
the correctness of this password. Since the flows (messages) 
are independent in our AKAP-Pwd, there is no way to find 
the secret shared password using the transmitting messages. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK 

This paper proposed a new authenticated key agreement 
protocol. Then it presented two authentication methods. The 
first uses a fixed shared password (AKAP-Pwd) and the 
second uses a digital signature (AKAP-DS). Then this paper 
provided security analysis for both AKAP-Pwd and AKAP-
DS. It proved that our authenticated protocols guarantee the 
desirable security attributes for authenticated key agreement 
protocols. Moreover, the paper showed that both AKAP-Pwd 
and AKAP-DS are immune to passive and active attacks. 

This work will be enhanced by presenting a new 
reference schema for authenticated key agreement protocols 
[31]. 
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